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Abstract

Any violation in one or more heart structures or blood vessels is a sign of congenital heart disease that occurs before birth in congenital heart 
disease the cardiovascular structure is not formed as it should be during pregnancy, the most common congenital heart disorders are:
Valve defects - Ventricular atrial septal defect - Ural foramen (PFO) abnormal pulmonary veins aortic quarectation (COA) anomaly Ebstein - Pul-
monary artery stenosis tetralogy fallot (TOF) large artery displacement (TGA).Increased pulmonary artery pressure
Diagnosis of congenital heart disease during embryonic time can be very important and based on the location of heart involvement congenital 
heart diseases are very diverse, the mentioned disorders can have different types such as environmental genetic factors or multifactorial.
As you know, the time of the formation of the heart and most of the body’s devices is between the second and tenth weeks and because of the 
complexity of the stages of the fetal heart formation, congenital heart diseases are very high in 8% of cases congenital heart disease due to the 
reasons One of the most important genetic causes is hydrops such as diaphragmatic hernia of Turner Syndrome Down syndrome.
Parents with a history of congenital heart disease, Marfan syndrome, Noonan de George syndrome, noted common and high genetic mutations 
in the involved genetics.
Considering the following article summary and the importance of signaling pathway and molecular path, we investigate the path.
Genes regulating complex growth sequences have been largely identified, some genes are associated with certain defects and therefore cause 
congenital heart defects MYH6 mutations in alpha myosin of cardiac muscle protein with heavy chain MYH6 are associated with vestibular wall 
defects. There are several proteins that form a complex and interact with homeboxes such as TBX5 and GATA4.
MYH6 gene with NKX2-5 has an effective role in the cause of ventricular vestibular wall defects. NKX2-5 also has an effect on the electrical con-
ductivity of the heart.
In new researches, it has been proven that TBX5 mutations can be induced in these cells by using induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and ge-
nomic editing technology It then induced them to become cardiac cells. Evaluations have shown that numerous genes affected by mutant Tbx5 
are expressed at higher or lower levels and this variation in response to mutations causes different symptoms of patients.
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